
 Meeting Matters:  Announcements 


1) Write down the name of one visitor.


2)  Write the name of one person who needs prayers.


3) Write a prayer for that person below. (Pray for this person every day 
this week).


4) Make a card for someone who was announced that needs your prayers. 
Write a message or have someone help you write after Memorial 
Service. Remember to mail it and keep that person in your prayers all 
week.




Meeting Matters:  Announcements

Draw a picture for someone who was announced that isn’t feeling well.                  

(Parents you can cut it out and mail it in a card this week). 




Meeting Matters: Hymns

1) Write down the hymns played today.


2) Write out a line, verse, or stanza that you connected with. 


3) Why did you find it powerful?


4) Which hymn was your favorite that we sung today? Why?




Meeting Matters: Hymns

Write down a line from one of the hymns (parents can write/help). Now draw 

a picture of what this line is talking about.  




Meeting Matters: Readings


1) What were the two readings for the day?


2) Choose one verse from the first reading that meant something to you.


3) Explain why you chose this verse.


4) Write a summary (big idea) for the second reading.  


5) What can you apply in your life from one or both of the readings? 


      




Meeting Matters: Reading

Draw a picture of a person, place, thing, or action from one of the readings.  


      

     




Meeting Matters: Exhortation 


1) Who’s giving the words of exhortation today?


2) What was one point that you want to focus on this week?


3) Write a quick summary (big idea) of today’s exhortation. 


4) Write down one verse from the exhortation that you found helpful.  




Meeting Matters: Exhortation 

Draw a picture about one idea or verse from today’s exhortation.  




Meeting Matters: Prayers


1) Write down the name of one uncle who prayed today.


2) Check all the things that apply to his prayer.


___Thankfulness

____Praise for God

____Guidance

____Requests

____Christ’s sacrifice

____Kingdom

____Forgiveness


3) Choose one focus from the above list and write your own prayer.


4) Write a verse about prayer.




Meeting Matters: Prayers 

Trace your 2 hands and draw a picture in each palm of something or someone 

we prayed for.




Meeting Matters: The Emblems


1) Who said the prayer for the wine?


2) Who said the prayer for the bread?


3) How is what we do similar to what the disciples did at the last supper?

               


4)   Did you notice any differences in the prayers for the bread and wine? 
What was the focus of each? 


5) Both grapes and grain have to be crushed. How does this apply to us 
and to Jesus?




Meeting Matters: The Emblems

Draw a picture of the bread and wine OR draw a picture of Christ’s 

resurrection.



